
JAMBO SANAA
ART, CREATIVITY AND EDUCATION

We believe that children need the opportunity to receive creative education that is student-centred in order for them to pursue 

their life goals and become leaders and employees. 

We also believe in the fact that different stakeholders of the community have to collaborate to give that opportunity. 

Based on these beliefs, our theory of change is that if artists and teachers at Kayanga Primary School conduct art workshops and

incorporate creative teaching techniques into their teaching method, then: 

• Children will become more creative (in any academic subject and aspect of life), confident and socially responsible 

• Teachers will be empowered to develop new methods of teaching 

Furthermore do we belief that the western world should have the opportunity to learn about the creative achievements made in 

Tanzania, and therefore the second part of our theory of change is that if regular artistic exchange programmes between Tanzania

and Germany (and possibly the UK in the future) take place, then: 

• Visitors of these exhibitions in Germany, in particular children, will get the opportunity to discover what the creative ideas of 

Tanzanian children are   

Greatefulness of how we can make an 

impact with our work

Empowering people! 

Having fun! :-)

Showing interest and listening to other 

people's needs and wishes

Consistency - commitment to the project 

in order to make it sustainable    

Do you want to be part of an art educational project in Tanzania and europe? 

The vacancies to be filled are one or more voluntary positions for students or graduates. Working hours are flexible and the 

applicant can work from home. The tasks can be adjusted to your personal profile and wishes. If we raised your interest, please 

send your application to Alexandra Dreier (alexandra.dreier@jambobukoba.com). Please decide for yourself how you would like to 

apply. Your CV can be as effective as an introduction video with your smartphone or a motivational letter. It just has to suit you :)

As the Personal Assistant to the project managers you support the team in researching for the further 

development of the social entreprise, as well as in Social Media marketing. Additionally you will assist in the 

correspondence between cooperation partners and the project managers. 

If you would like to support this development project with your excellent organisation skills, as well as your 

communication skills, Jambo Sanaa gives you the chance to volunteer location independent and flexibly time 

wise.

We offer you to provide a reference about your project work with us, which you can use for your next application.

Do you want to be part of creating a Social Entreprise?


